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The main goal of educational work at school is to create conditions for active life, civic self-

determination and self-realization, maximum satisfaction of the needs for intellectual, cultural and 

moral development of schoolchildren. 

The main tasks of educational work: 

 Creating conditions for the formation of leading integrative personality traits. 

 Formation of personality qualities in accordance with the models of graduates of primary, 

primary and high school. 

 Mastering the educational and educational space of the school. 

 Further development of democratic processes in the school team. 

 Social hardening based on self-development and self-improvement of the personality of each 

student. 

 Creation of educational space as a condition for the formation of a morally educated and 

physically developed personality. 

Based on the tasks set, the following areas of educational work of the school were identified. 

Intellectual and cognitive direction 

The school has scientific societies of students: MIT: think, search, create for high and middle 

school students and the scientific society of primary school students "Small Academy", where 

children create and defend projects, write research papers. 

Also, the school often hosts intellectual and entertainment marathons, educational quizzes, 

conversation cycles, speeches of propaganda teams, solemn information lines. 

The system of additional education 

Extracurricular activities contribute to the identification and development of interests and creative 

abilities in a particular field of science, art, sports. Various types of classes are held in creative 

associations: these are reports, discussion of works of literature, excursions, production of visual 

aids, meetings with interesting people, etc. The report of the work of the circle for the year is held 

in the form of a reporting concert, conference, exhibition or review. 

Conclusion: Thus, the education of schoolchildren is one of the main components of the 

educational process in our school. 
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